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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port
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that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners.
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Better yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from
your account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money
at your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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In the meantime, we are approaching the longest day of the
year and it’s getting hotter, so make sure you’re well hydrated
if you go outside during the day
And if you are here, or intend to be soon, please do visit your
favorite haunts in June, thus helping them deal with the second
worst month for them (September being the worst). Restaurant
Week goes on until the 10th of June this year!
By the way, please help us to bring our “Ongoing Events”
section up to date by sending us whatever information you
have in order to do so.
Until next time, stay safe, stay healthy!
Allyna Vineberg
Publisher / Editor

(See location number on Central Map)

Well, here we are once again. The last printed issue of yet
another “high season”.
It’s been a good one, definitely better than the previous
one, when we were all controlled -and affected by- by Covid
protocols.
Those snowbirds that didn’t realize or accept the fact that
Vallarta was the best ever place to spend the pandemic have
returned in flocks, and continue to do so.
That’s very good for our local economy.
PLEASE NOTE: The Mirror will NOT be published
next week, just a short, well-deserved hiatus for our faithful
contributors and our wonderful graphic artist.
Don’t forget to check us out on Friday morning, June 10th
for the first ONLINE ONLY issue of the summer season:
www.pvmcitypaper.com All things being equal, we will
be back in print at your favorite pick-up point on Friday,
October 25th, 2022.
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SHERYL Novak | solutionsmexico.com

Times have changed,
and so have prices
the problem lays. Their comments
are almost always based on their
personal experience purchasing
furniture for just one home in
Vallarta, usually five to ten years
ago.
This well-meaning, but
unfortunately unhelpful advice,
causes problems for those buying
furniture for a condo today – those
prices no longer exist.
Compare the cost of any item
ten years ago to what you would
pay for that exact item today. If
someone asked how much it costs
in Vallarta for a loaf of bread or
a container of milk, would you

(See location number on Central Map)

How much does it cost to
furnish a condo in Vallarta? This
question is frequently posted on
Facebook by ex-pats who have just
purchased a place in our beautiful
Bay of Banderas area. Since we
furnish hundreds of condos every
year, I have first-hand experience
and knowledge. It is no surprise
then that I am often amazed by
other responses that people post to
this question.
Do not get me wrong.
I
understand people who offer their
comments are just trying to be
helpful. Here, however, is where
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expect people to tell you what
they paid ten years ago? Yet they
do so when it comes to furniture.
In addition to general inflation,
we are also experiencing an
historic price increase in consumer
goods due to the global pandemic.
One impact of this virus was
the disruption of the worldwide
supply chain.
Manufacturing
plants reduced their operating
capacity to a third, container ships
were unable to dock and unload,
and shipping containers in Asia
were scarce, to name just a few of
the issues.
How does this affect the price of
furniture in Mexico? The materials
used to make furniture include
more than just locally sourced
wood. Mexican companies source
screws, glue, laminates, sliders,
and drawer handles offshore,
usually in China. Machinery
and parts used to manufacture
furniture in Mexico are also
sourced offshore.
Limited materials, parts and

machinery drive the cost of
goods up. Whether you purchase
furniture from a manufacturer or a
local carpenter, both are affected
by the lack of materials and
increased costs. These increases
are reflected in the price you pay.
The price of furniture, just like
the price of all consumer goods, is
not what it was five years ago. In
fact, it’s not even what it was two
years ago. The best advice to give
people who want to know how
much it costs to furnish a new
condo in Vallarta is, “here is what
I paid five years ago, but times
have certainly changed!”
FREE! Interested in a document
that shows the average cost of
different pieces of furniture for
a condo in Vallarta?
Email
furniture@solutionsmexico.
com This document will help you
buy right the first time – furniture
manufactured with the correct
materials that last in our harsh
climate (intense UV rays, termites,
high humidity, salty ocean air).
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Happy Anniversaries, Puerto Vallarta!
Next Tuesday, May 31st, 2022,
Puerto Vallarta will celebrate its 104th
anniversary as a municipality and its 54th
as a city. There are usually civic activities
throughout the day, in addition to the usual
festivities at Los Arcos Amphitheater (across the
street from the town’s main square) and by the
Seahorse Statue, starting in the afternoon.
As of this printing, we were not informed as to
the location of the traditional fireworks this year.
Though not listed on the official schedule, the
city’s double-anniversary celebrations on May
31st typically include traditional ceremonies, like
local government officials presenting awards to
the city’s outstanding citizens, the cutting of a
huge “birthday” cake that everyone is invited to
enjoy, and a breathtaking display of fireworks
over Banderas Bay.
A Little History
During the first part of the 19th century, at
the mouth of the Cuale River -then inhabited
primarily by crocodiles- there were practically no
human dwellers. The hubs of economic activity
were up in the mountains, in the towns of Cuale,
San Sebastian and Mascota, where silver mines
abounded but where salt, an essential element for
processing the metal, was nowhere to be found.
In 1851, Guadalupe Sanchez, a boatman from
Cihuatlan who used to bring salt from San Blas or
the Marias Islands to Los Muertos beach, became
weary of waiting for the muleteers to come and
pick up the load. As he was still a young man of

19 and had just gotten married, Guadalupe saw
fit to establish himself in this beautiful place he
would call Las Peñas. This, in few words, could
very well be the story of the founding of what we
now know as Puerto Vallarta. The discovery of a
lesser kind of silver in the United States brought
down the price of the metal and old prosperity
became affliction. The miners left their recently
acquired trade to go back to agriculture, this time
in the fertile valley of the Ameca river, so rich
that it produced three corn harvest per year. The
area was not only self-sufficient, it even yielded
enough surpluses to be sold in other markets of
the county. As there were no roads out of Las
Peñas, the produce was sent out on boats by way
of Manzanillo and Mazatlan.
In 1918, through the efforts of its population,
Las Peñas was granted the title of municipality,
as well as a new name: Puerto Vallarta, in honor
of Ignacio L. Vallarta.
About 20 years later, Vallartans turned their eyes
towards the ocean where they found a new source
of wealth - in sharks. The fish’s fins soon ended up
on the tables of Chinese restaurants in New York. In
1942, the first formal promotion of Puerto Vallarta
abroad appeared as an ad in “Modern Mexico”, a
magazine published in New York. The text in a
sixth-of-a-page ad offered a flight from Guadalajara
to a “primitive place of hunting and fishing” and
was signed by the Fierro brothers, founders of
the first airline service in the community. Twelve
years later, Mexicana Airlines inaugurated its flight
Guadalajara-Puerto Vallarta.

Among the visitors who started coming was
Guillermo Wulff, a Mexico City engineer …and
famous movie director John Huston.
With the filming of “The Night of the Iguana” in
1963, the extraordinary gathering of celebrities,
captive in an out-of-the-way spot, plus the scandal
caused by the famous Elizabeth Taylor-Richard
Burton affair- was too tempting for the international
press that soon began arriving in hordes. From that
moment on, Puerto Vallarta ceased to be “a secret
hide-away waiting to be discovered”.
Facing the growing demands of tourism, the
need for an adequate response from authorities
and investors became urgent, and the Governor of
the State of Jalisco from 1965 to 1971, Francisco
Medina Ascencio, was there to promote the change.
Through his efforts and vision, Medina was able
to infuse his confidence in the future of Puerto
Vallarta in the then President of Mexico, Gustavo
Díaz Ordaz, who decided to take the gamble with
the Governor. “If the governor of Jalisco and I
fail in our plans to make of Vallarta a model
destination and an example of perseverance and
vision, I will be reminded of my dear mother and
he of his own. But we will start tomorrow, hear me
well: tomorrow!” - Gustavo Díaz Ordaz.
Thus Puerto Vallarta ascended to the category
of City on May 31, 1968, and was granted the
financial resources to build the bridge over the
Ameca River, the coastal highway from Barra de
Navidad to Puerto Vallarta, the Compostela-Las
Varas-Puerto Vallarta road, and the international
airport named after the President himself.
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MARCIA Blondin | marciavallarta@gmail.com

The gayest May is nearly over
Last week, I began with a bittersweet visit to El Rio BBQ Bar in Paso
Ancho to listen to Perros del Rio perform their last gig, hug Hollis
and the best waiter Oscar, and commiserate with owner Kurt Sinner.
They closed their doors the next day. Kurt and Hollis created a truly
tough act to follow after 12 years of business as the best barbeque rib
joint on the Rio Cuale. They raised millions and millions of pesos
for charity, provided a magic place for musicians and tribute artists to
shine, and we, the people, had a hell of a fine spot to hang out, toes in
sand, drinks in hand. Here’s to the future, Kurt and Hollis, yours and
ours. I know our paths will crisscross for years to come.
La Catrina Cantina on Lazaro Cardenas was jammed Wednesday
as the first Gala for the World Karaoke Championship got underway.
A steady stream of worthy contestants sang their hearts out to the
spirited audience, aided and abetted by delicious MC Edgar Sanchez.
This event will happen every Wednesday around 8:30 p.m. as the
search for Mexico’s representative continues into July. If you are
planning to put a group together, be there no later than 7:30 or you’ll
be standing on the outdoor patio.
I am so grateful to my dear friend Julie Guerrero for inviting me to
the VIP Launch Party for ‘Therapy’, the newest gay bar on Basilio
Badillo.
If I had to describe Therapy in one word, it would be chic.
From 5 to 10 p.m., the comfortably stylish room invites you to
sit, drink craft cocktails and have a conversation! That last part is
essential! While the music never stops, ‘Therapy’ is, of course, all
about conversing!
Until 10 p.m., that is, then the floor is cleared for dancing until the
wee hours.
A high-end brunch is in the offing for late fall with lobster, oysters,
prime rib and more on the menu. Adorable waiters passed around
some samples of the gourmet bites available from the kitchen on
Opening Night. O M G. Fabulous.
Owner Mike Owens worked extremely hard for five months to get
Therapy and its upstairs men’s only, ‘Studs’ leather bar, the first of
its kind in Vallarta, renovated and open in time for Pride Week. I
am predicting wild success for this casually sleek bar; the energy is
lovely and welcoming.
My friend Juan Carlos and I made our way to La Catrina Cantina for
Kennedy Morgan’s mixer (thank you to Jet de la Isla from Kennedy
for the idea!) for those living a ‘Conscious Life’. This is the first of
monthly get-togethers that will grow in size as we promote those in
Vallarta who share like-minded philosophies and lifestyles but don’t
necessarily know one another. These mixers will hopefully garner a
list of people and places. Some of the folks we were introduced to
practice oriental medicine, Reiki, yoga, sound therapies, Rolfing and

mediumship. Among the speakers were a sex therapist for women,
a rabbi/chaplain, a minister, life coaches and Julie offering writing
workshops/retreats at her exciting new Casa de Influencia.
I was happily surprised to meet so many new faces in Vallarta.
Keep reading this column for info on the next Conscious Life Mixer.
Juan Carlos and I enjoyed Diana Villamonte and her fiancé Victor
do Espiritu as they sang separately and together, promoting their
shows at Act II and Catrina Cantina. A couple of talented lovebirds,
to be sure!
What a lovely concert I saw at Incanto last Saturday! Eva and
Mau, a brother-sister longtime entertainment duo at Incanto, helped
put together a show starring their guitarist/singer mom! Of course,
Maria de los Angeles is responsible for raising two fine musicians,
but Maria as a young woman before Eva and Mau were even born,
was destined for international stardom.
An emotional Mau told the audience the moving 40-year-old
fateful tale about his mom that he researched before the show. And,
aren’t you readers lucky in that you have one more chance to hear
this Mexican family’s history in song presented by Maria’s uniquely
smoky, clear vocals with daughter Eva on bongos next Saturday at
Incanto’s Piano Bar at 7:30 p.m. Important Events coming up:
May 28, Saturday, 7 to 9 p.m. at OPC on Juarez - Opening Night
of ‘Rearview Mirror: History may appear closer than it seems’.
This exhibition will be a first step towards establishing a serious
discourse on the cultural history of the city, as well as creating a
nascent archive that we need to preserve the chronicles of Puerto
Vallarta. The exhibition will demonstrate the diverse nature of
cultural projects from 1918 to 2022, including music, film, theater,
visual arts, literature, cultural festivals, etc.
May 29, Sunday at 5 p.m. at Incanto - Effie Passaro has to urgently
fly to Italy to rejoin her bandmates on tour sooooo… her June 4th
concert has been moved forward. No worries; a second show for
Effie will be added in July.
May 30, Monday, Murphy’s Pub on the Malecon, from noon to 4
p.m. - Celebrate USA’s veterans on Memorial Day with hot dogs,
burgers and more.
June 01, Wednesday: 1 p.m. at Qulture - Scrabble for the masses!;
8:30 p.m. at La Catrina Cantina, 3rd Gala in the World Karaoke
Championships to find who will represent Mexico in Oslo, Norway,
this August for the world title!
June 04, Saturday from 6 to 8 p.m. at Arte Vallarta Museo - This is
director Nathalie Herling’s first Saturday of the month party. These
are always delightful get-togethers with food and drink and excellent
art-loving company.
June 18 and 25, at Incanto’s Theatre – “Princesas Desesperadas”.
Get tickets FAST! The first show, on June 11, sold out in 48 hours.
Get on it, Vallarta!
June is days away, and summer is coming bringing much-needed
rain. It’s my fave season in Vallarta, and after growing up in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, it can never be too hot or too humid. Keep on
walking in the light, From Here.
Marcia Blondin
Can be contacted via email at marciavallarta@gmail.com or Cell 322 159-9675
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Birthday Wishes

(See location number on Central Map)

Back in my twenties, I was pretty insistent about celebrating
my birthday. I felt that it was imperative that, for one day a year,
I got/ate/did anything I wanted. I was excited about becoming
one year older, one year wiser, one year closer to having the hair
length of my dreams.
I look back now and shake my head, wistfully. Well, I guess
I’m wistful but also a little condescending. Who was that sweet
summer child who demanded that the world stop and offer her
a Frangelico shot for free just because it was May 25? Who
was this innocent who could spend a day on her own pursuits,
without a single thought to anyone else?
Nowadays, I often forget about my birthday until it’s sitting
right in front of me, in the form of the number-shaped helium
balloons my husband favors. And I am not quite as eager to be
the center of attention. Let’s just say I’m not looking to shine
the spotlight on just how close I am to flipping another decade.
But heaven help the family member who dares to forget my
birthday. Let no one say I am not a complex human being,
riddled with contradictions. What’s more, I do have wishes that
I’ll close my eyes and visualize as I blow out my candles (on a
cake that better not be carrot this year, darling). Who doesn’t?
I used to wish for things like “another great year” and “cash”;
general things that would just ice the cake of a fancy-free, devilmay-care twenty-something existence. Nowadays I have new
wishes something like this:
- That I could stop turning one year older. Or that my husband
stops reminding me with Goliath-sized helium balloons.
- That my kids have zero urgent problems that require immediate
attention for twenty-four hours (I think that’s as much as I can
ask of Lady Luck)
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(See location number on Central Map)

LEZA Warkentin | www.mommyinmexico.wordpress.com

- That the chocolate cake is as delicious as it looks and that
no one else wants a piece.
- That if I go to Top Gun 2 for my birthday, I won’t accidentally
book the dubbed version instead of the subtitled version. And
that no one will decide to have a full conversation right behind
me in an otherwise empty theatre.
I think these are reasonable, realistic and would be a wonderful
start to another great year. But, in all honesty, I’m grateful for
this year around the sun, as aging as it may have been. I have a
wonderful family around me and I have gained a ton of wisdom
(most of which having to do with how to wear a face mask
properly).
And while I may have a few cynical wishes, based on the fact
that I am typing this while experiencing yet another hot flash, I
have some heartfelt ones too:
- That I will live in the moment and enjoy watching my kids
grow - as I’ve promised myself all these years.
- That I will always appreciate their father, my husband, a
man who loves us with his whole heart.
- That I will remember that I am so blessed where I am in my
life. I have people who love me, a roof over my head, food in
my belly. I cannot complain (although I certainly do, don’t I?)
- That I never take myself too seriously. Because if I really am
on the cusp of another decade, I might as well have fun with it.
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Excessive sargassum at 24 beaches in Quintana Roo;
‘intense season’ coming

The number of Quintana Roo beaches plagued by excessive
quantities of sargassum declined to 24 on Monday after reaching
50 over the weekend.
The Quintana Roo sargassum monitoring network’s latest
map shows that some beaches in the Cancún, Playa del Carmen
and Tulum areas and all those on the east coast of Cozumel are
covered with excessive amounts of sargassum.
There are 11 beaches with abundant quantities of the seaweed
and 22 with moderate amounts. An additional 19 beaches have
very low amounts while four are sargassum-free.
The maps published by the monitoring network on Saturday
and Sunday both showed 50 beaches with excessive amounts
of sargassum, which washes up on the Quintana Roo coastline
annually over a period of several months. The network said it was
the first time in four years that so many beaches were affected by
excessive quantities of the weed, which emits a foul odor when it
decomposes.
It said Sunday that “moderate to very intense” quantities of
sargassum are expected this week and published photos showing
massive amounts of the weed on Quintana Roo’s famous white
sand beaches.
Among the beaches that turned brown due to a sargassum
invasion were those that adjoin the Xcaret and Xel-Ha theme
parks. The beach areas of both parks were closed Sunday.
The monitoring network said that the excessive quantities that
reached the coast over the weekend indicated that this sargassum
season will be an intense one.
“The situation in terms of the quantity and volume of sargassum
that will arrive on our beaches this year will be critical and
places the whole marine and coastal ecosystem as well as tourism
activity at risk,” it said on Facebook, noting that tourism is the
main driver of the Quintana Roo economy.

“Taking more drastic measures at a greater scale to combat
sargassum is urgent. Reconsidering the strategy to combat
sargassum is a priority. The actions taken up to today haven’t
been enough,” the network said.
Esteban Amaro, a marine biologist and director of the network,
said last month that it has been clear for years that the antisargassum strategy doesn’t work.
“Over and over again the same deficiencies have been on
display. For example, we’ve already seen that the barriers don’t
work because the sargassum goes over [them]. They’re barriers
designed for the contention of oil spills,” he said.
The navy uses sargassum-gathering vessels to remove the
seaweed before it reaches the shore, but the amount extracted
is dwarfed by the quantity that washes up on Quintana Roo’s
beaches every sargassum season.
Instead of having an anti-sargassum strategy whose central
component is removing the weed from beaches, efforts should
be focused on installing longer and more robust barriers at sea,
Amaro said. Such barriers would assist the navy’s collection
efforts, he added.
The monitoring network chief has said that large quantities of
sargassum are the result of an increase of nutrients in the sea and
higher than normal water temperatures due to climate change.
The Riviera Maya branch of the Business Coordinating Council
(CCE) agrees that more barriers could be part of the solution to
the problem.
“We’re going to work with experts and organized society so that
they help us … [with] this possibility,” said local CCE president
Lenin Amaro Betancourt.
He acknowledged that existing barriers and efforts to remove
sargassum from beaches with machinery have been insufficient.
Amaro asserted that collecting sargassum at sea in collaboration
with Caribbean countries, the United States and even European
nations is also required.
Much of the weed originates in the Sargasso Sea, which is part
of the Atlantic Ocean.
“We’ve been asking for support since 2016 but there is no real
interest … in solving the problem,” Amaro Betancourt said.
President López Obrador in 2019 put the navy in charge of
combating the sargassum problem, but its efforts over the past
three years have done little to stop the arrival of the weed on the
Quintana Roo coastline.
The president has downplayed the seriousness of the problem,
saying once that the amount of sargassum collected on Quintana
Roo beaches every day is less than 3% of the 13,000 tonnes of
trash collected daily in Mexico City.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, EFE, Milenio and Sipse)
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Mexican environmental activist among 8 winners of Global Citizen Prize
An indigenous environmental activist from
Oaxaca has been named one of eight winners of
the Global Citizen Prize.
Mitzy Cortés Guzmán, 23, from San Sebastián
Tecomaxtlahuaca, 270 kilometers west of
Oaxaca city in the Mixtec region, was one of
10 indigenous women land defenders who
acted as a delegate at the UN Climate Change
Conference 2021 (COP26). She is a member of
the environmental groups Semillero de Mujeres
Defensoras (seedbed of women activists) Milpa
Climática (climate milpa) and Futuros Indígenas
(indigenous futures).
Cortés also runs the “Pulques Contra el
Cambio Climático” (pulques against climate
change) podcast.
The prize provides the winners with one year
of support from Global Citizen and a donation
toward their work.
Cortés said that local communities should have
control of their own destinies.
“Those who are fighting and have to pay
[for damage] are often the people. It is the
communities that are saying: ‘We don’t want a

mine, we don’t want a company, we don’t want
another way of life, we are happy with our way
of life,’” she said.
Cortés added her work was necessary due to
a growth in societal problems. “There is a huge
increase in violence, a lot of injustices and
corruption where inequalities, instead of being
ended, are increasing,” she said.
The activist, who was recently appointed
minister of communal property in San Sebastián
Tecomaxtlahuaca, said that work in the town

was her priority. “One can have many accolades,
but there is also a responsibility within the
community … It’s important to talk about what
is happening in our communities, but it is even
more important not to detach ourselves from our
land and everything that happens here,” she said.
The seven other prize winners are women
from Germany, the United States, Samoa, South
Africa, the United Kingdom, India and Nigeria.
They were all credited at a ceremony in New
York on Sunday, which will air on YouTube and
Twitter on June 2.
At least two Mexicans have previously received
prizes from Global Citizen: environmental
activist Martha Isabel Ruiz Corzo was awarded a
prize in 2020 for her work protecting the Sierra
Gorda Biosphere Reserve in Querétaro and
former President Enrique Peña Nieto received
an award in 2014 for his leadership in creating
the Pact for Mexico, a cross party deal for policy
reform signed in 2012. Global Citizen aims to
end global poverty and works toward the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, El Universal)
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Buying jewelry can be intimidating. When
it comes to precious gems such as emeralds it
is important to look for details to make sure
you are getting what you paid for.
What should you be looking for when
buying emeralds?
- COLOR Did you know the best emeralds come
from Colombia? What makes Colombian
emeralds unique compared to those that come
from Brazil and Zambia are their warmer and
more intense greens - some call it a bluishgreen. Color saturation is the most important
factor in high-quality emeralds. Unlike
diamonds where carat weight plays a much
larger role in the pricing of the gem, a small
emerald with a deep blue-green vivid color
can fetch a much higher price than a larger
emerald with poor color quality.
- CLARITY OR PURITY Even the most expensive emeralds will have
inclusions, it is very rare to find an emerald
without inclusions and the ones that have less
or they are not invisible to the naked eye are
the most prized. The inclusions or veins in an
emerald is known as its garden or Jardin. It
is important to see a magnified picture of an
emerald or see it through a loupe so you can
see its garden. If an emerald has no garden it
is likely it is not real.
- CUT The most popular cut, which refers to the
depth, shape and faceting of the stone is the
emerald cut. Not just used for emeralds, It
is a rectangular square step that was initially
developed around the 1500s. There are many
different facet shapes for emeralds, but the
bottom line is if you are wanting to buy a
faceted stone look for one where the facets
are symmetrical and uniform that brings out
the color and vibrancy of the stone.

- AND FINALLY… SIZE On average 5 tons of dirt has to be removed
in the mining process to find a “gem-quality”
emerald over 1 carat making the price rise
dramatically. An emerald with all the elements
above and then finally 1 carat or more can
yield a very high price. When it comes to
emeralds, bigger is not necessarily better.
If you are looking to invest in an emerald,
experts agree it is better to find a high-quality
emerald with excellent color as opposed to a
larger stone with poor color quality.
Where can you find emeralds or as the title
suggests “green gold” in Puerto Vallarta?
LOD Jewelry, a jewelry and art gallery on
Calle Corona downtown is considered the goto for emeralds in PV. The brother team have
been passionate about emeralds since they
were kids growing up in Bogota, Colombia.
In recent years they have been able to visit the
mines in their home country and hand select
emeralds that they use in their unique and
modern designs. The brothers love sharing
information about their favorite subject
and showing off the colorful stones in their
beautifully decorated gallery in the heart of
Puerto Vallarta.
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Tickets are available at act2pv.com/shows or at
the box office is open 4 to 10 p.m. on show days.

GOOD NEWS!!

Act2PV show season extended
through May 31!
Act2PV has enjoyed an incredible week of Pride celebrations
and fun, as well as an incredible season of entertainment! The
management, performers and staff at Act2PV are so grateful for
the incredible support they have received this year. It means a
lot to everyone. Act2PV has extended its regular show season
through Tuesday, May 31 and invites you to attend some of their
exciting 5-star shows! Act2PV will be closed from June 1 to
15, but will begin their summer season of shows on June 16, and
tickets are available on the website at www.act2pv.com/shows

Friday, May 27 – 9:30

Saturday, May 28 – 6:30

Saturday, May 28 – 7:00

Saturday, May 28 – 8:30 pm

Saturday, May 28 – 9:00

Sunday, May 29 – 7:00 pm

Sunday, May 29 – 7:30

Sunday, May 29 – 9:00

Monday, May 30 – 7:00

Monday, May 30 – 9:00

Tuesday, May 31 – 7:30

Tuesday, May 31 – 8:00

For more information about these shows, or to buy tickets, go to the website at www.act2pv.com/shows
Tickets are also available at the box office, open 4 to 10 p.m. on show days.
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Tickets are available at act2pv.com/shows or at
the box office is open 4 to 10 p.m. on show days.

Showguide ( May 27 - 31)
It is very important to always check
the website at act2pv.com
for last-minute changes to the show schedule!

Act2PV continues to thrill audiences
with its 5-star entertainment!
Bringing you the BEST OF THE BEST entertainment for 2022, Act2PV is the only
5-star venue in Vallarta! Our shows are performed in English and there is truly something
for everyone, including high-quality theatrical productions, internationally renowned
musical cabaret, and hilarious drag shows! Act2PV’s incredible entertainment, with
its amazing sound and lighting systems, is on par with any theater in North America…
at a very affordable price! Come early and enjoy a drink in the beautiful, fully-stocked
Encore bar! Drinks are also served during the show for your enjoyment! If you haven’t
had the opportunity to see your favorite shows yet, now’s your chance to do it!
For descriptions of all the shows, go to the website at www.act2pv.com/shows
Act2PV has been designated
by TripAdvisor as the #1
Entertainment Venue in the
Banderas Bay and #2 on the list of
“Things to Do in Puerto Vallarta!”

Act2PV will be closed
from June 1 – June 15.

Act2PV Reviews ★★★★★

SEXY SATURDAY, MAY 28
6:30 – Queens of Country,
starring Bobbi Goddard
7:00 – It’s Britney B*tch Tribute Concert,
starring Ximena Esparza
8:30 – Tina, starring Diana Villamonte
9:00 – Broadway Backwards,
starring Louis Whitaker
SUNDAY FUNDAY, MAY 29
7:00 – Follies LaRouge, starring the
Follies LaRouge Dance Troupe
7:30 – So Much Soul, starring Broadway star,
Kevin-Anthony
9:00 – Draguísimas, a celebration of
Mexican drag icon, Supermana,
starring Edgar Sánchez and Daniel Vives

“…Any night of the week is the
right night to visit Act2PV…!”
(TripAdvisor)
“Such a fun place to go for
shows—great shows, atmosphere,
& drinks. We’ve been twice now &
have plans to go to a few more…”.
(Google)

MAGNIFICENT MONDAY, MAY 30
7:00 – Whitney Houston Tribute Show,
starring Diana Villamonte
9:30 – Reveal, starring Jordan & Richard
Carnegie and the Follies Dance Troupe

“What a great venue for cabaret
and other events. Very clean and
an old Hollywood feeling…”
(TripAdvisor)
“Love the energy of this place.
The excitement, the great people
and the antici... pation of what’s
coming next!...” (Google)

FASCINATING FRIDAY, MAY 27
9:30 – It’s Raining Men,
featuring international vocalist Joi Carter

To buy tickets for shows starting
June 16, please go to the website at
www.act2pv.com/shows.

TOP-NOTCH TUESDAY, MAY 31
7:30 – Jersey Boys, starring Marc López
8:00 – This is Amy, a musical celebration
of the music of Amy Winehouse,
starring Brenda Gaviño

Please check out the thousands of 5-star reviews for “Act2PV” on TripAdvisor, GoogleMyBusiness.com, Facebook and other social media! For more information,
or to buy tickets, go to www.act2pv.com. You can also get your ticket at our box office, now open 4 to 10 p.m. Monday to Saturday (closed on Sunday).
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Boundaries
GISELLE Belanger

RN, LCSW

| ggbelangerpv@gmail.com

Why do we need them?
We need boundaries in order to recover from the effects of relationships
with abusive, addicted, or compulsive people. We need others to know
where our boundaries are and that we are serious about them. Then we need
to change our behavior accordingly, reinforcing the boundary with action.
All too often we say we want one thing and we do another. Many people
live trapped in the idea that there are stuck with no way out. Until we say
“no” or “enough is enough” why should the other person stop the way they
are treating us? We must stop blaming others for what they do to us and
realize it is what we allow them to do to us!! We must believe we have
a choice and then take action to align with what we want and the way we
want to be treated.
(NOTE: I am not referring to threatening circumstances in which the
person is truly trapped and being victimized. Instead, I am referring to
everyday relationships and interactions with others.)
Setting limits does not mean intolerance or selfishness. It means refusing
to allow ourselves to be harmed; emotionally, mentally, or physically. It
means accepting responsibility for our own beliefs, feelings, and actions.
This means learning to take care of ourselves. Setting boundaries begins
our recovery process.
By setting clear boundaries, we begin to take back our lives from being
controlled by other people’s thoughts, feelings, and problems. We are no
longer controlled by their expectations of us. We claim ownership and
responsibility for ourselves. We recover our “self”.
What are they and how do I learn to set them?
Boundaries are not limits we set on other people’s behaviors or actions.
We have no control over them. We can only control ourselves and how
will we react or what we will tolerate. 1) We set them to control or limit
our own behavior. And we set them to limit other people’s behavior
towards us. 2) We need to have consequences if they cross our boundaries.
3) Boundaries must be clear and specific. Consider the subtle but very
important difference in the following statements: “Don’t you ever talk to
me like that again” which is trying to control someone else’s behavior,
versus, “If you ever talk to me like that again, I will hang up, or walk out
or…”. This clearly states what you will do if….

It’s not a boundary if you can’t enforce it !
Ask yourself, “Do people respect the boundaries I set?” and “Do I respect
other people’s boundaries?” If the answer is “no”, the next question is
“Why not?” What were you taught growing up that encouraged or allowed
a lack of respect for boundaries? What message are you sending to other
people that they do not take your boundary seriously? If people aren’t
respecting your boundaries, what have you done in the past to indicate that
it’s okay to ignore or defy them? One thing is for sure, you did not enforce
them with consequences.
Have you made threats and then not followed through? How many times
do you threaten to leave a relationship and then not leave at all or leave and
go back after a few days or a week? Do you lessen the degree of severity
of the original consequence? How many times has someone successfully
manipulated you into lessening the limit, for example, an adolescent’s
curfew hour or permission to go somewhere? Do you draw the line in
the sand or in cement? If someone keeps crossing the line, do you keep
backing up?
How can you enforce your boundaries?
You must believe in your right to set and enforce it. Many people will
try to manipulate you and get you to back down. Be clear. If there is a
way for them to misinterpret it, they will find a way. Creatively come up
with ways to enforce the boundary. “I will only help you for 15 minutes”
and then set an alarm, and when it rings, stop and get up. This is as much
for you as it is for them. You must do what you say you are going to do!
NO empty threats.
You must learn to say “NO”!! Learn to say “no, I can’t”, “I don’t want
to”, “not now”, etc.
When your reaction changes, so will the other person’s actions. They
have grown very accustomed to counting on certain predictable reactions
and attitudes from you. You must catch them off guard, knock them offbalance, “move the rug under their feet” as my therapist used to say. How
many times have you heard someone say “oh, she doesn’t really mean it”
or ‘he always lets me off the hook” or “I never get in trouble”.
Boundaries come from speaking our truth
They require that we say the hard stuff and align with and step into our
power. We cannot worry if the other person wants to hear it or not. We
must speak our truth. In order to do this, we must have or develop a) selfawareness, b) self-love, c) honest communication.
In order to achieve this, we must: 1) Know how we feel: Knowing what
we feel helps us determine what we like or don’t, or what we need. It helps
guide our ability to determine if a boundary needs to be set. Emotional
awareness is key to setting boundaries. 2) Dependency on people: as long
as we are afraid of being abandoned, we will tolerate very inconsiderate,
often abusive treatment from others in order to keep them from leaving. We
must learn to be okay being alone and not need someone else to complete
us. 3) Not understanding limits: If you do not understand you have a
choice or have the right to say no, for example, then you will not believe
you have the right to set limits. We need to know what our rights are in
order to have or receive them. 4) Low self-esteem: if we do not believe
we deserve better treatment how can we expect anyone else to? When we
love and appreciate ourselves, we give and receive respectful treatment. 5)
Shame: if it is okay to be who we are, our limits will be okay too.
Remember, “The harder it is to set a boundary, the more important the
boundary is”!! (pg. 36, The New Codependency, by Melody Beattie)
Written by: Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info: Mex cell: (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Rid yourself of a
migraine headache naturally
KRYSTAL Frost | krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

Headaches can be basically
divided into two types, tension and
migraine.
As I was looking over the info
on migraine and body pain, I
remembered a woman who started
her day with 2 pain killers and a
coffee. Physical pain is a huge
over the counter pharmaceutical
business. I hear folks north of the
border spend more than $1 Billion
every year to get relief from just
migraine not to mention body pain.
The pain associated with migraines
can be incredibly debilitating. I
have seen a number of patients
who were disabled physically and
mentally due to the intense pain of
a migraine.
Many of the drugs used to treat
migraines are effective in relieving
this severe pain and are a welcome
relief.
Unfortunately, they do
absolutely nothing to treat the cause
and in fact actually contribute to
the problem as after a short while
they can cause rebound headaches
themselves. This is the same old
story of industrial medicine treating
the symptom and not the actual
cause of the pain. Pain is a headsup message from the body to let
you know that something is out

of whack. It is something like a
smoke detector going off. It’s faster
and easier to shut down the detector
instead of finding the fire and putting
it out. Then, after a bit, the detector
goes off again and again each time
louder, longer, finally resulting in a
full blown MIGRAINE.
Most migraines also seem to
include a food-based reaction
relating to wheat, dairy, sugar,
or artificial preservatives or
chemicals. Eliminating these foods
and incorporating sound nutritional
principle frequently improves
migraines and inflammation. Many
years ago, a study of food-based
reactions revealed nine out of ten
patients who tried a gluten-free diet
stopped having head aches, two
other patients had some - but not
complete - success by switching
to a gluten-free diet. The 10th one
flaked out... Yep, that’s bread, pasta,
cereal, cake, whole wheat, and
wheat derivatives.
Fortunately, there are many
natural treatment options that exist
to treat migraines. These should
always be considered first because
as you know now drugs to treat
migraines can make the problem
worse.

It is possible to stop headaches
by stimulating your body’s natural
painkilling ability.
By putting pressure on a nerve
just under your eyebrow, you
can cause your pituitary gland to
release painkilling endorphins
immediately.
Another method for releasing
endorphins is to take 10 teaspoons
of cayene pepper in a glass of water.
Endorphins are released by the
brain when the cayenne hits your
stomach lining. I think you have to
be pretty desperate to try this one,
but it works.
Try a couple of these tips:
- Putting a cold compress on your
forehead or behind the neck
- Massaging the ears and ear lobes
- Massaging the “crown” of your
head - the ring of muscles that circle
the head where a crown would sit
(it worked for Queen Elizabeth who
was a sufferer of migraines!)
- Drink plenty of natural liquids
without sugar, sweeteners, odd
colors or flavors.

- Cut out the orange juice, it
is very acidic, you can get your
vitamin C from other sources.
Start an exercise program, this
will help to improve your response
to stress along with the underlying
inflammatory conditions that can
trigger migraines.
Krystal Frost is a long time resident of
Puerto Vallarta. Graduate of University
of Guadalajara, and specialized
in cosmetic acupuncture at Bastyr
University in Washington State. She’s
been the owner of Body & Sol for over
20 years where she practices traditional
Chinese
medicine,
acupuncture,
massage therapy, yoga, meditation and
nutritional counseling. She has created
healing programs for individuals,
retreats and spas. Questions and
comments may be directed to
organic-select@hotmail.com
Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645
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HARRIET Murray | harriet@casasandvillas.com

Consumer protection laws
CONSUMER protection laws have been on the books since the
1990´s. Particularly time share and consumer products and services
have been covered to protect foreigners and Mexican citizens alike.
The legislature in 2021 voted to require compliance in areas where
little progress had been made in the past. An example is the need
for consumer protection when buying new construction of condos
within the Bay of Banderas.
As real estate agents, we can represent the new development for
the owner as listing agents. In this case, for the project to be listed
in the Flex MLS and promoted to the public, we have required more
documents than for a resale, to try to ensure the best information is
provided for a buyer to decide. Pre-construction is very popular and
there is risk to evaluate before the buyer should sign a contract and
pay a down payment. We accept this law and as agents are required
to work to protect the consumer.
In September 2022, we will be implementing new procedures to
further address the consumers’ protection in the real estate area.
We also represent owners of resale condos, homes, land, etc. This
real estate has more documents available for legal review, than new
construction which is in progress. And the states of Jalisco and
Nayarit have some differences in the law for pre-construction and
condo regimes.
Working in real estate, we are under the following laws:
- PROFECO, the Federal Consumer Protection Agency
(Procuraduría Federal del Consumidor)
- COFECE - ANTI TRUST Federal Economic Competition
Commission, COFECE is an autonomous, constitutional body
responsible for overseeing, promoting, and ensuring competition in
a free market.
- Mexico’s official AML is the law to prevent illegal income and
protect the national economy. This law also plays an effective role
in preventing crimes such as drug trafficking, fraud, corruption, and

tax evasion. Mexico: risk index of money laundering and terrorist
financing 2015-2021. In 2021, Mexico had a risk index of money
laundering and terrorist financing of 5.09, down from 5.2 reported
the year before Mexico’s official AML law came into force in 2013. *
Data from the Mexican government website.
- Mexican Privacy Laws - These laws distinguish between ‘transfers’
of personal data (to third parties and transmissions of personal data
to processors). A ‘transfer’ is any communication or transmission of
personal data by or on behalf of the Controller to a third party (not
including a processor). There is no specific legislation in Mexico
that governs doing business over the internet. Mexico does not have
a system of IT law, which means that the activities carried out on the
internet are regulated in accordance with the general provisions of
law (civil and commercial).
Cybersecurity is regulated in the Federal Criminal Code, the Data
Protection Legislation and other sector-specific legislation applicable
to entities operating within those sectors (e.g. the Fintech Law).
Additionally, Mexico is a signatory of international agreements on
Data Protection, like the Convention for the Protection of the People
Regarding the Automated Treatment of Personal Information. Mexico
is also a member of the Inter American Network of Data Protection.
This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices, and
my personal experiences in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas
areas. I recommend that each potential buyer or seller conduct his
own due diligence and review.
We are currently learning the laws we are under while practicing
real estate. Our AMPI chapters have ongoing online classes given by
Mexican accountants and attorneys.
Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at www.casasandvillas.com
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Sailfish numbers increase,
water temperature up,
Jacks & Snappers running together?
STAN Gabruk | www.MasterBaiters.com.mx
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

Another week and more small
changes. But that’s normally the
case, we wouldn’t want extreme
swings in fishing conditions and
this week the “small” changes are
adding up to great fishing action.
When you talk about fishing in
Puerto Vallarta, people want to
know about the major summer
species, which of course for the
last six months haven’t been here
in the area. Now that we’re at
the end of May, the transition
period with the dirty water and
questionable species is coming to
an end, finally. Does that mean
the water conditions are perfect?
Of course not! But it does mean
there is plenty to be excited and
optimistic about. For now, my
“glass” is half full, so don’t expect
doom and gloom, things are
improving, amigo!
I guess we should start at the
beginning. At Corbeteña, I’d like
to say things are happening here,
but unless you’re looking for 50-lb
Jack Crevalle, there isn’t much of
a reason to hit “The Rock”. You
may get lucky and find a roaming
school of Spinner Dolphin, but
you’d be winning the fish lottery.
The water is blue, warm and full of
bait in the form of Skip Jack Tuna,

Sardines, small Squid, flying fish
and much more. Sounds pretty
positive to me, the only down side
is the summer species just aren’t
quite here yet. About twelve to
fifteen miles north of the high
spots, large amounts of Dorado
in the 5 to 20-lb range have been
hanging out around the buoys.
With blue water and Striped
Marlin running the area, it could
be a great opportunity to hit some
early season Dorado, but make
sure they’re bigger than 10 lbs.
and, as always, toss the females
back to breed the future
Dorado base!
You know that last
week I had to include
the surprising news
that Red Snappers had
reappeared at El Moro
with the freak drop in
water temperatures to
73 from 79 degrees the
week earlier. Well, the
Red Snapper are still
there and in fact they’re
running with larger
Jack Crevalle. When
you see Jacks surface
feeding, they’re with
Red Snapper from 10
to 20 lbs. running with

30-lb Jack Crevalle. Seems a little
strange, I know, but it’s an early
season indication that things are
changing. Some more interesting
and exciting news is that the entire
shoreline off Punta Mita is alive
with action! Sailfish have moved
in and the Striped Marlin are
picking up in numbers. In fact, if
you want any action, if you’re out
more than six miles or just about
twelve kilometers offshore, you’re
not catching fish. The good news is
the Red Tide has mostly moved out
and the water is mostly clean. Yes,
there is some of the “Clean Green”
water, but fish don’t mind this green
water as long as there’s bait in the
water. This clean green water has
brought Sardines and Squid of one
to three inches with it. Everything
is feeding on it and that should be
no surprise. There are also lots of
Jack Crevalle from 20 to 45 lbs.,
Bonito to 25 lbs., Sierra Mackerel
and with some luck Rooster fish off
the sandy beach breaks. Finally,
there is a good reason for an 8-hour
fishing trip.
Inside the bay, the song remains
much the same. Jack Crevalle are
mostly in the middle of the bay,
but they are roaming around the
bay. The Sierra Mackerel are still
abundant and prefect for family
fishing days. Bonito are still

running the bay at 15 to 20 lbs. as
well. And just yesterday I started
getting reports of baby Dorado over
near Los Arcos! Now this is super
early for Dorado, but it’s an early
season indicator of things to come.
The bite is happening all day! I
suggest being where you want to
be by 08:30, but Sailfish have been
hitting baits later in the day after
the noon hour. With marine layers
of clouds blocking the moonlight,
the bite has been going into the
mid-day to early afternoon into
the evening. With plenty of bait in
the water, live bait and poppers are
doing the trick. Surface baits for
surface feeding species will do the
trick! Water temperatures are at
79 degrees and will be increasing
incrementally as we inch towards
the summer fishing season. Stay
positive out there and anything is
possible. Stay tuned!
Until next week, don’t forget to
kiss your fish!
Stan Gabruk
Local Phone at: 322 779 7571 or
our international number is: (011
52) 322 209 1128 10 to 9 local time.
#MasterBaitersSportfishing on Instagram
Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/
pages/Master-Baiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Emergency

24 HOURS: 322.224.8484
322.224.7643

CMQ Premiere
Hospiten
Hospital Joya
SanMare
Medasist
C.M.Q.
I.M.S.S.
Regional

322.226.6500
322.226.2081
322.226.1010
322.252.1711
322.223.0444
322.223.0878
322.224.3838
322.224.4000

322.293.0098 / 322.293.0099

322.225.0000 / 322.225.0018
322.209.1123

322.222.0923
322.222.1533
322.209.0622
322.178.8999 / Emergency: 911
322.178.8800 /
Emergency: 322.222.1527
Solution to crossword page 23

The Historical Naval Museum (right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater)
may be open. $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla usually perform @ 6 p.m.
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.

322.223.1516
322.223.2500
322.223.2500 EXT. 230 / 232
322.222.1762

AEROTRON
AEROMEXICO

322.226.8440
880.021.4000

551.102.8000
VOLARIS
AIR CANADA 001 880.719.2827
AIR TRANSAM 001 880.900.1431
001 880.252.7522
ALASKA
AMERICAN

001 880.904.6000

CONTINENTAL (SEE UNITED)
001 880.266.0046
DELTA
FRONTIER 001 880.432.1359
SUN COUNTRY 001 880.924.6184
001 880.864.8331
UNITED
US AIRWAYS 001 880.428.4322
SOUTHWEST 001 880.435.9792
AIR TRANSAT 001 882.733-9513

Solution to sudoku page 23

- Monday to Friday - City
Walking Tours 9 a.m. & 12 noon
– Meet 15 minutes early at the
Tourism office at City Hall by the
main square. Social distancing,
face masks, comfortable clothes
& antibacterial gel required.
Saturdays @ 9 a.m.
Tuesdays – 9:30 a.m. - Free
Malecon Sculpture Tour – meet at
the Millennium Sculpture at the
northern end of the Malecon
Tue., Wed. & Fri. — 1:30 p.m.
Duplicate Bridge Games —
PV Bridge Club,
www.vallartabridge.com
- Sundays, 9:30 a.m. - Grace
Vineyard Vallarta Church - inperson, at Porto Bello in Marina
Vallarta. Non-denominational
Service led by
Pastor Mario Santillan
SPCA - To find your perfect
companion animal rescued
by the SPCA,
please contact:
spcapv@gmail.com
PLEASE leaf through
this issue for events
that do not appear here
...and JOIN US ON
FACEBOOK!

For a comprehensive list of most
-if not all- charity groups and
non-profit organizations in and
around PV, you may want to
check out: ww.puertovallarta.
net/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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Solution on Page 22

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 22

